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Abstract

There are typically two ways to compile and run a purely functional program verified using an interactive theorem prover (ITP): automatically extracting it to a similar language (typically an unverified process, like Coq to OCaml) or manually proving it equivalent to a lower-level implementation (like a C program). Traditionally, only the latter produced both excellent performance and end-to-end proofs.

This paper shows how to recast program extraction as a proof-search problem to automatically derive correct-by-construction, high-performance code from purely functional programs. We call this idea relational compilation—it extends recent developments with novel solutions to loop-invariant inference and genericity in kinds of side effects.

Crucially, relational compilers are incomplete, and unlike traditional compilers, they generate good code not because of a fixed set of clever built-in optimizations but because they allow experts to plug in domain-specific extensions that give them complete control over the compiler’s output.

We demonstrate the benefits of this approach with Rupi cola, a new compiler-construction toolkit designed to extract fast, verified, idiomatic low-level code from annotated functional models. Using case studies and performance benchmarks, we show that it is extensible with minimal effort and that it achieves performance on par with that of handwritten C programs.
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1 Introduction

Vulnerabilities in critical systems fall into roughly two categories: logic mistakes (incorrect business logic) and programming mistakes (use-after-free, out-of-bounds accesses). High-level languages attempt to eliminate both: logic mistakes by promoting higher levels of abstraction that facilitate reasoning about program behavior, and low-level issues through safer programming paradigms (garbage collection to rule out use-after-free errors, stream- and result-oriented APIs for out-of-bounds accesses, etc.).

At the extreme, purely functional languages offer very strong protections against low-level mistakes and readily lend themselves to mathematical reasoning. By eliminating mutable arrays, exceptions, state, and other low-level concerns and encouraging higher-order programming, languages like Coq [50], Lean [5], Idris [3], or the pure subsets of Haskell and F∗ [12, 48] offer programming models much less susceptible to the low-level issues that plague the vast majority of today’s critical systems.

Unfortunately, such a combination of flexibility and safety comes at a significant performance cost: it is an unsolved problem to program a compiler for any of these purely functional languages that verifiably preserves all of their high-level guarantees while offering performance competitive with the usual low-level suspects, especially C (Box 1).
As a result, most critical systems are written in low-level stateful languages, and verification efforts have to deal head-
first with the complexity of low-level programming — am-
blent effects like state, explicit memory management, com-
plexities of memory layout, etc.

In this paper we attempt to chart a different course, lever-
aging code-generating proof search to construct composi-
tional, extensible domain-specific compilers that perform
advanced domain- or even program-specific transformations
in a safe manner. We start with a comprehensive treatment of
relational compilation, a program-derivation technique that
soundly bridges the gap from shallowly embedded programs
to deeply embedded executable code, with special emphasis
on compositability and extensibility.

We then provide a real-world perspective on relational
compilation, using it to derive, in the Coq proof assistant,
high-performance implementations of various small yet bug-
prone low-level programs. Because our focus is on low-level
programming, we do not attempt to compile all or even most functional programs. Instead, we focus on small, loop-
heavy programs such as those often found in binary parsers,
text-manipulation libraries, cryptographic routines, system
libraries, and other high-risk, high-performance code. These
programs are not traditionally implemented in purely func-
tional languages, but we show that relational compilation
can in fact be used to write performance-critical programs in
that style, directly within the native, pure logic of an interac-
tive theorem prover, combining straightforward reasoning
and verification with excellent performance. In other words,
our programs are pure and written with maps and folds, but
they compile to code that manages its own memory, mutates
its inputs, and runs at the speed of vectorizable for loops.

Rupicola, our compiler-construction toolkit, is not a
general-purpose compiler and is not intended to replace all
program extraction. Instead, Rupicola is restricted, out of the
box, to a minimal set of constructs (essentially arithmetic,
simple data structures, and some control flow), yielding a
predictable and transparent compilation process. Users are
expected (and enabled) to extend it as needed for each
new domain, plugging in domain- or program-specific
compilation hints that capture the insight that humans
would normally apply when manually implementing
high-level specifications in a low-level language: details of
memory layout and memory management, implementation
strategies for data-structure traversals, etc.¹

In a sense, Rupicola codifies and automates away the most
unpleasant part of the traditional end-to-end verification pipeline: connecting handwritten low-level code to its func-
tional specification. In the traditional world, authors not
willing to rely on Coq’s extraction (for performance or trust

¹Our implementation is free software, available under the MIT (Expat)
license at https://github.com/mit-plv/rupicola/. All benchmarks and code
samples in this paper can be downloaded as part of a preprovisioned virtual
machine at https://zenodo.org/record/6330612 [40].

To ground this discussion of high-level inefficiencies,
consider the simple task of converting an ASCII string to
uppercase.

In a purely functional language like Gallina (Coq), it
may succinctly be written as follows (with strings being
linked lists of characters, characters an inductive type with
256 cases, and toupper a disjunction with one case per
lowercase letter plus an unchanged default):

\[
\text{String.map Char.toupper str}
\]

This program accurately captures the intent of the task,
but how fast does it run? When extracted to OCaml, it will
pointer-chase through a linked list to traverse the original
string (creating data dependencies and cache pressure),
create a fresh string (costing allocations, cache misses, and
an extra traversal for garbage collection), and either stack-
overflow on long strings (due to a non-tail-recursive map,
though there have been recent developments in that space
[10]), or traverse the string twice (doubling allocation and
pointer-chasing costs), or accumulate continuations (even
more allocations).

Assuming that the original string is never reused, the
C implementation below performs a single pass, occupies
constant stack space, does not allocate, is cache-friendly,
can be unrolled, and is trivially vectorizable (toupper on
ASCII chars is just a comparison and a bitmask). The purely
functional version doesn’t stand a chance.

\[
\text{for (int i = 0; i < len; i++)}
\text{str[i] = toupper(str[i]);}
\]

**Box 1.** Compiler inefficiencies.

reasons) will manually relate handwritten, deeply embed-
ded low-level programs to functional models, and then they
will separately relate each functional model to a high-level
specification. In that world, authors must repeatedly deal
with the complexities of the low-level language’s semantics
and with details such as when to allocate or free memory
or how to relate low-level memory layouts to high-level
functional models. Rupicola, in contrast, completely auto-
mates the first phase of this process, generating the deeply
embedded low-level program from its functional model by
leveraging user-provided hints and program annotations.
In Rupicola, programmers only supply *shallowly* embedded
programs written in a subset of Gallina that naturally maps
to low-level constructs, and the tooling produces low-level,
deply embedded code. Unchanged is the second phase that
relates these functional models to abstract specifications:
that part is still the programmer’s responsibility. But be-
cause Rupicola’s inputs are shallowly embedded, this phase
is disconnected from the details of the low-level language’s
semantics, and the traditional reasoning patterns best sup-
ported by Coq — especially structural induction — are fully
applicable (Figure 1).
The main contributions of this paper are its presentation of a flavor of proof-producing code generation that we call relational compilation, and its application of that technique to the automatic generation of verified, high-performance low-level code:

- We develop a novel, systematic presentation of code generation via proof search, starting from a traditional verified compiler and progressively transforming it to introduce relational compilation, with a focus on composability and extensibility.
- We describe and evaluate Rupicola, a relational compiler from Gallina, Coq’s programming language, to Bedrock2 [8], a low-level imperative language. Rupicola advances the state of the art through composable support for arbitrary monadic programs, novel treatment of loops, and output-code performance.

There have been many previous efforts in this space, foremost among them developments on Imperative/HOL [17, 18], CakeML [13, 30], Œuf [15, 27], HOL compilation to Verilog [23], Fiat-to-Facade [41], CertiCoq [1], and Low [45]. We provide detailed comparisons in section 5. Briefly, Rupicola’s novelty is its combination of performance, foundational proofs, and extensibility:

- All projects above except CertiCoq and Low use proof-producing code-generation. Among these, only Fiat-to-Facade focuses on generating high-performance low-level code from functional programs, but its performance does not match that of Rupicola (others target either garbage-collected languages or other types of languages like Verilog: LLVM/HOL for example compiles from a one-to-one shallow embedding of LLVM).
- KreMLin, Low’s compiler, does produce code with performance matching handwritten programs, but it is not formally verified (Rupicola’s output is certified by a proof of total correctness). CertiCoq has proofs (though not for the initial refinement step), but it is a standard compiler whose outputs require a runtime system.
- Fiat-to-Facade supports straightforward user extensions, but unlike in Rupicola users are limited by the linearity of the target language, and support for loops and effects is ad-hoc (loops can mutate only one object, and the non-determinism monad is hardcoded).

We call the output of Rupicola idiomatic not because it is particularly readable (Rupicola uses Bedrock2’s pretty-printer to C) but because it employs the constructs and patterns that a programmer would use in handwritten C code (unlike the output of a regular compiler from Gallina to C, which would encode in C the high-level patterns found in the source).

2 On Relational Compilation

The traditional process for developing a verified compiler is to define types that model the source (S) and target (T) languages, give these language semantics, and write a function \( f : S \rightarrow T \) proven to preserve semantics. That is, if \( \sigma_S(s) \) denotes the semantics of \( s \in S \) and \( \sigma_T(t) \) those of \( t \in T \), then \( f \) is correct iff \( f(s) \sim s \) for all \( s \), where \( t \sim s \) iff \( \sigma_T(t) = \sigma_S(s) \).

It turns out that instead of writing the compiler as a monolithic program and separately verifying it, we can break up the compiler and its proof into a collection of orthogonal correctness theorems and use these theorems to drive a code-generating proof-search process — a process we call relational compilation. Instead of functions \( f : S \rightarrow T \), we implement compilers as automated decision procedures for theorems of the form \( \exists t, t \sim s \). In a constructive setting, any proof of that statement must exhibit a witness \( t \), which will be a (correct) compiled version of \( s \).

The two main benefits of relational compilation are flexibility and trustworthiness: it provides a very natural and modular way to think of compiler extensions and makes it possible to extract shallowly embedded programs without trusting an extraction routine (in contrast, extraction in Coq is trusted). The main cost? Completeness: a (total) function always terminates and produces a compiled output; a (partial) proof-search process may loop or fail.

The following presentation of relational compilation inherits from a long research tradition: code-generating proof...
search has been referred to as proof-producing compilation, synthesis, or translation, and, when the source language is shallowly embedded, proof-producing extraction, certifying extraction, or binary code extraction.\footnote{Any function }f(x)\text{ defines a relation }t \sim f(s)\text{ iff }t = f(s),\text{ sometimes called the graph of }f.

\subsection{2.1 A Step-by-Step Example in Coq}

Here is a concrete pair of languages that we will use as a demonstration. Language \( S \) is a simple arithmetic expression language. Language \( T \) is a stack machine.

**Language definitions.** On the first line below, in Coq syntax, is a language \( S \) with constants and addition. Programs in language \( T \) are lists (on the third line) of stack operations (on the second line), either pushing a constant or popping two values from the stack and pushing their sum.

\begin{verbatim}
Inductive S := SInt z | SAdd (s1 s2 : S).
Inductive T_Op := TPush z | TPopAdd.

Semantics.** Interpreters for these languages are easy to define by recursion, mapping the constructors of \( S \) and \( T \_\text{Op} \) to operations on \( Z \). This, in turn, is enough to formulate a (contextual) equivalence relation on \( S \) and \( T \):

\begin{verbatim}
Fixpoint σS (s : S) :=
  match s with
  | SInt z => z
  | SAdd s1 s2 => σS s1 + σS s2 end.

Definition σOp (zs : list Z) (op : T_Op) :=
  match op, zs with
  | TPush z, zs => z :: zs
  | TPopAdd, z2::z1::zs => z1+z2 :: zs
  | _, zs => zs (* Invalid: no-op *) end.

Notation "t ~ s" :=
(\forall zs, σT t zs = σS s :: zs).

Compilation. Here is a single-pass compiler for our pair of languages. The \( S \text{Int case maps to a stack-machine program that simply pushes the constant }z \text{ on the stack, and the } S\text{Add case produces a program that pushes both operands in succession before computing their sum using the } T\text{PopAdd opcode. Its proof is straightforward by}\\

Fixpoint StoT (s : S) :=
  match s with
  | SInt z => [TPush z]
  | SAdd s1 s2 => StoT s1 ++ StoT s2 ++ [TPopAdd] end.

Lemma StoT_ok : \forall s, StoT s ~ s. Proof. ... Qed.

\end{verbatim}

\subsection{2.2 Compiling with Relations}

Like all functions, StoT can be rewritten as a relation\footnote{For the purpose of this document, }:\( t \sim s \text{ the original recursion, and each x } R \text{ y premise corresponds to a recursive call to StoT)}:

\begin{verbatim}
Inductive StoT_rel : T → S → Prop :=
  | StoT_RInt : \forall z, [TPush z] R SInt z
  | StoT_RAdd := \forall t1 t2 s2,
    t1 R s1 \rightarrow t2 R s2 \rightarrow
    t1 ++ t2 ++ [TPopAdd] R SAdd s1 s2

where "t \sim s" := (StoT_rel t s).

Compiler correctness for the relation \( R \) reduces to inclusion: \( R \text{ defines a correct mapping from } S \text{ to } T \text{ (possibly one-to-many, possibly suboptimal, but correct) iff its graph is a subset of the graph of } ~ \text{ (with unchanged proof structure):}

**Theorem** StoT_rel_ok : \forall t s, t R s \rightarrow t ~ s.

Naturally we can use \( R \) to prove specific program equivalences, but more importantly we can use it to run the compiler, with proof search! To compile \( s \), we simply search for a program \( t \) such that \( t R s \).

Example s7 := SAdd (SInt 3) (SInt 4).
Example t7_rel := \{ t7 | t7 R s7 \}.

unfold s7; eexists.

\begin{verbatim}
?t7 R SAdd (SInt 3) (SInt 4)
\end{verbatim}

The value \( ?t7 \) is a placeholder (an existential variable, or even) corresponding to the program that we are deriving, which we can refine as a side effect of applying a lemma. After applying the lemma StoT_RAdd, Coq asks us to provide two subprograms, each corresponding to one operand of SAdd.

\begin{verbatim}
apply StoT_RAdd.
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
?t1 R SInt 3 | ?t2 R SInt 4
all: apply StoT_RInt. Defined.
Compute t7_rel.
= exist [TPush 3; TPush 4; TPopAdd]
\end{verbatim}

We can also use Coq’s inspection facilities to see the proof term as it is being generated (this time the boxes show the proof term, not the goals): each lemma application is equivalent to a recursive call in a run of StoT.

\begin{verbatim}
(exist ?t7)
apply StoT_RAdd.
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(exist (?t1 ++ ?t2 ++ [TPopAdd]))
all: apply StoT_RInt.
\end{verbatim}

This is traditional *logic programming*, applied to compilers. Reemphasizing the key insight: correctly compiling a program \( s \) is the same as proving \( \exists t, t ~ s \).
2.3 Open-Ended Compilation

The proofs of correctness of StoT and $\mathbb{R}$ have the exact same structure: each is made up of two orthogonal lemmas.

**Lemma StoT_SInt** $z : \exists \text{TPush \, z} \sim \text{SInt \, z}$.  
**Lemma StoT_Plus** $t_1 \, s_1 \, t_2 \, s_2 : t_1 \sim s_1 \rightarrow t_2 \sim s_2 \rightarrow t_1 \, \cdot \, t_2 \, \cdot \, [\text{TPopAdd}] \sim \text{SAdd \, s_1 \, s_2}$.  

Each of these is really a standalone fact, and each corresponds to a partial relation between $S$ and $T$ (partial because each lemma is only applicable to some pairs of input/output programs in $S$ and $T$, like TPopAdd and SAdd in StoT_Plus). In other words: A relational compiler is just a collection of facts connecting target programs to source programs.

As a result, we do not even need to define a relation: we can prove these lemmas directly, and use them to build a compiler — just like we did the constructors of $\mathbb{R}$! Coq has facilities (“hint databases”) to perform automatic proof search using a set of lemmas, which we can use to automate compilation.\(^5\)

Relational compilation offers a crucial benefit: composability. This is particularly useful when compiling (shallowly) embedded domain-specific languages (EDSLs), especially when the compiler needs to be extensible.\(^6\)

2.4 Compiling Shallowly Embedded DSLs

The original setup of the problem required us to exhibit a function $f : S \rightarrow T$. Not so with relational compilation, which instead requires us to prove instances of the $\sim$ relation (one per program). Thus we can apply this compilation technique to compile shallowly embedded DSLs\(^7\).

To change our running example to compile arithmetic expressions written directly in Gallina, we start by redefining the relation to use Gallina expressions on the right side of the equivalence (there is no longer a reference to $S$ and $\sigma S$) and then add compilation lemmas referring to plain-Gallina operations (e.g., $\text{not \, SAdd}$) so that each now relates a shallow program to an equivalent deeply embedded one:

- **Notation** $t \approx z : (\forall \, z, \sigma t \, t \, z \, s) = (\exists \, s)$.  
- **Lemma GallinatoT_Z** $z : \exists \text{TPush \, z} \approx z$.  
- **Lemma GallinatoT_Zadd** $t_1 \, z_1 \, t_2 \, z_2 : t_1 \approx z_1 \rightarrow t_2 \approx z_2 \rightarrow t_1 \, \cdot \, t_2 \, \cdot \, [\text{TPopAdd}] \approx z_1 \, + \, z_2$.

---

\(^5\)Hint databases provide a convenient way to package lemmas together, but the key to extensibility is really the idea of phrasing compilation as proof search, as it enables sound composition.

\(^6\)Most compilers restrict user extensions to single-language AST transformations: the passes that translate between intermediate languages are fixed, monolithic functions. Relational compilation, in contrast, offers a flexible way to customize cross-language translators — so much so that relational compilers are built by composing independent mini-compilers that each support just one language construct.

\(^7\)A shallow embedding is one where programs are defined directly in the host language, in contrast with a deep embedding where programs are represented as abstract syntax trees, i.e. data.

These lemmas are sufficient to assemble a compiler: once we populate a hint database with compilation lemmas, we can (relationally) compile shallowly embedded programs:

**Example** $t_7\_\text{shallow} : \{ \, t_7 \sim 3 \cdot 4 \, \}$.

**Proof**. `typeclasses eauto. Defined. Computed`. \(t_7\_\text{shallow}\).

There is something slightly magical happening here. By rephrasing compilation as a proof-search problem, we have managed to make a compiler that would not even be expressible (let alone provable!) as a regular Gallina function. Reasoning on shallowly embedded programs is often much nicer than reasoning on deeply embedded programs, and this technique offers a convenient way to bridge the gap.

3 Real-World Relational Compilation

The first part of this paper presented the key ideas behind relational compilation, keeping implementation details to a minimum. In this part we discuss how these ideas come together to implement a realistic compiler-construction toolkit. Specifically, we present the design and implementation of Rupicola, a compiler-construction framework with a focus on simple, low-level performance-critical programs.

Rupicola allows users to build compilers that extract shallowly embedded programs written in subsets of Gallina (the functional language of the Coq proof assistant), such that every successful compilation yields a deeply embedded program in Bedrock2 (a C-like language\(^8\) that can be compiled to RISC-V or pretty-printed to C, see Box 2), along with a proof of equivalence to the original functional program.\(^8\)

Rupicola is implemented in Coq, using a mix of Coq lemmas (to relate high-level functional code patterns to low-level imperative ones) and Ltac tactics (to guide the application of these lemmas). Its core is very small (hundreds of lines), but thanks to a variety of extensions we end up with a reasonably expressive input language: with all extensions loaded, we have support for arithmetic over many types (Booleans, bounded and unbounded natural numbers, bytes, integers, machine words), various control-flow patterns (conditionals as well as iteration patterns like maps and folds, with and without early exits), various flat data structures such as mutable cells and arrays; plain and monadic binds; various monadic extensions including the nondeterminism, state, writer, and I/O monads and a generic free monad; and various low-level effects and features such as stack allocation, inline tables, intrinsics, and external functional calls.

We designed Rupicola so that the default reaction to unexpected input is to stop and ask for user guidance, rather than fall back to a slower generic implementation. As a result, Rupicola makes few guesses (in contrast to more clever
approaches, e.g. superoptimization \cite{26, 38}) — and consequently very few incorrect guesses. Programs compiled using Rupicola achieve performance indistinguishable from that of handwritten C programs because they are (semantically) indistinguishable from handwritten C programs.

We start by presenting Rupicola’s philosophy and design goals and giving a flavor of using it by stepping through the compilation of a complete example. Then, we explain the core architecture of Rupicola and highlight two particular challenges: genericity in computational effects and loop-invariant inference.

### 3.1 Design goals

Rupicola’s goal is to enable programmers to generate fast low-level code while reasoning about nice and simple high-level functional programs. It is designed to offer developers of critical software (programmers who want both high performance and end-to-end proofs) a better solution than the traditional approach of writing low-level code directly and then separately verifying it against a high-level specification.

These (manual) proofs relating low-level imperative code to purely functional specifications are one of the main pain points of that traditional approach: they mix high-level reasoning about domain logic with low-level details of control flow, state, and memory management, making them complicated and tedious.

With Rupicola, programmers do not write low-level programs by hand. Instead, a programmer starts with a high-level specification (typically a function, a relation, or a set of properties that the program should have), implements a functional model of that specification (a purely functional program written in a subset of Gallina, optionally adorned with performance annotations), specifies a binary interface (an ABI, the collection of low-level representation choices that are visible to other low-level code but abstracted-away in the high-level code), and finally uses relational compilation (that is, code-generating proof search) to generate imperative code: the shape of the model, combined with the lemmas introduced into the relational compiler, determines what code gets generated.\(^9\)

The first part of this process (constructing and verifying a functional model) is done by hand, but the process is straightforward, and the proof of correctness is very easy: the logic of a proof assistant like Coq is very pleasant to work with when reasoning about purely functional, shallowly embedded programs.

The rest of this process (relational compilation) is where most of the work happens. Instead of writing imperative code by hand, experts capture and prove (once and for all) the tricks that they would have used when transforming a functional prototype into an efficient low-level implementation. These performance insights can then be utilized to automatically generate low-level code, along with proofs of correctness, in the same way that we used lemmas in section 2 to generate stack-machine programs.

When a user attempts to compile a program that uses unsupported constructs, or a program whose compilation requires solving side conditions that Rupicola’s logic does not recognize (e.g. tricky side conditions on array bounds or integer overflows), Rupicola makes as much progress as possible and then presents unsolved compilation subgoals to the user, who may then plug in new lemmas to implement missing constructs, or new tactics to discharge unsolved side conditions (we evaluate the cost of developing these extensions in section 4). This means that users never have to guess at what is happening: they can learn the shape of missing lemmas from the goals printed by Rupicola.

Letting users construct their own domain-specific compilers means that Rupicola is predictable: compilers built with Rupicola (almost) never backtrack and do not second-guess the user by introducing potentially unwanted transformations — there are no performance surprises. Instead, Rupicola generates good code by leveraging the insight that the user provides. This is why extensibility is so important: it enables users to do all their programming and proving in the comfortable confines of a purely functional language, yet get complete control over the extraction of that code — including algorithms, data layout, and performance.

### 3.2 Compiling with Rupicola

Let us revisit the example from Box 1, with Rupicola. The source program is `upstr := (\ s => String.map toupper s)`. Gallina’s `String` type is a linked list of characters, each represented as an 8-tuple of Booleans; `String.map` is a simple recursive function; and `toupper` is specified as a match mapping each lowercase ASCII character to its uppercase counterpart: `"a" => "A", "b" => "B", etc. The target program is a for loop that mutates an array, which differs from the source program in four ways:

1. First, we change to a more compact representation of strings (C’s `char*` type), to save memory and improve cache locality.
2. Second, we eliminate higher-order iteration by replacing the recursive map with a loop, to prevent stack overflows.
3. Third, we change to in-place mutation, to eliminate memory allocations and reduce cache pressure.
4. Fourth, we introduce bit tricks specific to ASCII in the computation of uppercase characters, to save time.

Because of the simplicity of this example, the lowering from the high-level specification is almost trivial. We just define a variant `upstr'` of `upstr` on the type `List byte` instead of `String`, using the `ListArray.map` iterator.
instead of String.map: `upstr' := (λ s ⇒ let/n s := ListArray.map (λ b ⇒ a2b (toupper (b2a b))) s in s).

Proving this model equivalent to the original function is a matter of three lines, but it contains almost all that we need to guide the compiler (as we will see, the let/n-binding tells Rupicola to mutate the variable named s, and ListArray.map hints at the in-memory representation of the string). And with that, we are ready to start!

The first transformation (strings as arrays, chars as bytes) we encode as part of the ABI of our low-level program: a pre-postcondition pair. We state that we start with a pointer p to a buffer containing the same data as the string in a byte array, and that we end with the same memory containing the same string transformed to uppercase. The corresponding specification is shown below; it says how the low-level program that we intend to generate should be called and what it will return:

```
Instance spec : spec_of "upstr" :=

  fnspec! "upstr" p wlen / s r, {
    requires tr m := wlen = of_nat (length s) ∧
    (array p s * r) m;
    ensures tr' m' := tr' = tr ∧
    (array p (upstr' s) * r) m' }.
```

Here is how to read this function specification (fnspec). The function takes two arguments (machine words) p (a pointer) and wlen and two ghost arguments s (a list of bytes) and r (a separation-logic predicate), and it returns nothing; the requires clause specifies how the function is called (with a condition on argument wlen and on the memory m\(^{10}\)); and the ensures clause states that the program does not produce observable I/O (tr' = tr) and that it writes the updated string (upstr' s). Each separation-logic predicate has an array fact that takes a pointer p and a Gallina-level list, plus the separated frame r modeling the rest of the memory. Predicates for arrays are used throughout Rupicola, so we do not have to define anything new for this part.

The second transformation (map as a loop) is done using a compiler extension – a lemma translating ListArray.map into a for loop. This sort of translation is a common pattern, so Rupicola’s standard library has built-in support for it; we just need to load the relevant library and plug in Coq’s linear-arithmetic solver to handle index-bounds side conditions.

The third transformation (mutation) comes as a side effect of using an in-place map-to-loop lemma. Its application is guided by the use of let/n ("let/named"), which is like a regular let but annotated with a variable name. In Rupicola we call this an intensional mutation effect, since it is introduced automatically by analyzing the source code (and not explicitly encoded using a state monad).

Rupicola compiles to Bedrock2 [8], an untyped version of the C programming language. It has a verified compiler to RISC-V with a complete correctness proof as well as a minimal program logic. The semantics divide the program state in three parts: the heap (a flat array of bytes indexed by natural numbers, with an optional layer of separation logic in the program logic), the current function context (a map of names to machine words), and an event trace capturing externally observable events.

Bedrock2’s structured control flow includes function calls, conditionals, and loops; the semantics only give meaning to terminating loops, so proofs about Bedrock2 programs are total-correctness proofs. Additionally, stack usage is measured and restricted, so there is no general recursion. Memory allocation is handled by client code, except for allocation on the stack, which is available through a language primitive that gives client code access to temporary scratch space that is lexically scoped within a function’s body.

**Box 2.** Rupicola’s target language: Bedrock2

The last transformation, efficient uppcasing, can be plugged into the compiler as a rewrite. First we prove a program equivalence between our toupper function on 8-tuples of Booleans and an efficient byte computation:

```
Definition toupper' (b: byte) : byte :=
  if wrap (b - "a") <? 26 then b & x5f else b.
```

Then we plug it in as a hint that applies inside the body of the function passed to ListArray.map, along with an unfolding hint that allows Rupicola to inline the function toupper'. Once all these pieces are together we can invoke the compiler, and we get the expected low-level program with no further manual intervention beyond loading the appropriate compiler submodules, which pulls in the 20 or so lemmas that are needed to handle this example completely:

```
Derive upstr_br2fn SuchThat
  (defn! "upstr" ("s", "len") { upstr_br2fn },
   implements upstr') As upstr_br2fn_ok.
Proof. compile. Qed.
```

The result is a Bedrock2 program upstr_br2fn and its proof of (total) correctness upstr_br2fn_ok (the Derive command is syntactic sugar for defining a dependent pair). The defn! part specifies which function we are compiling (upstr’), its spec ("upstr" matches the spec_of instance above), and its signature ("s" and "len").

Finally, the program can be further compiled using Bedrock2’s verified compiler (with support for linking against separately compiled (or handwritten) verified fragments of RISC-V machine code as needed), or it can be pretty-printed to C and fed to a traditional C compiler.

---

\(^{10}\)All examples in this paper use nonoverlapping inputs, but this rule is not a restriction of Rupicola: the compiler also supports reasoning about nonseparating conjunctions, which are useful for programs like memmove, which allows its source and destination to overlap.
3.3 The Anatomy of a Rupicola Lemma

Rupicola has two compilation judgments and accordingly two kinds of compilation lemmas: one to generate Bedrock2 statements and one for expressions. Here we focus on the former; the latter is described in a case study in section 4.

We write the judgment for statements as a Hoare triple \( \{ t; m; l; \sigma \} \ c \ P \ p \). In the precondition \( t \) is the trace accumulated up to this point in the program, \( m \) the memory, \( l \) the locals, and \( \sigma \) the environment of functions that the program may call; in the postcondition \( P \) is a predicate (which will become useful once we compile monadic programs), and \( p \) is a Gallina value (the source program); and \( c \) is the Bedrock2 program being derived (always an evar). The judgment states that running \( c \) with the given starting state (precondition) leads to a final state verifying \( P \ p \) (here \( P \) is partially applied; the result is a predicate on trace, memory, and locals).

As an example, here is a statement lemma about turning \( \text{Vector.put} \ v \ i \ b \), the replacement at index \( i \) with value \( b \) in a length-indexed vector \( v \) of bytes (sometimes written as \( v[i \leftarrow b] \)), into \( \text{store} \ (\text{v_var} + I) \ B \), the Bedrock2 version of a pointer assignment.

The lemma has 5 premises. Below, the first one indicates that local variable \( \text{v_var} \) contains a pointer \( v \_ptr \), and the second one states that memory \( m \) contains vector \( v \) at address \( v \_ptr \), alongside some separately framed memory \( r \):

**Lemma compile_vector_put** \( \{ n \} \ t \ m l \sigma : \ ... \)

\[
\text{map.get} l \ \text{v_var} = \text{Some} \ v \_ptr \rightarrow \\
(\text{vector_value} \ v \_ptr \ v \ast r) \ m \rightarrow
\]

The third and fourth premises are expression-compilation subgoals expressing the fact that \( I \) and \( B \) evaluate to \( i \) and \( b \) (by convention in this lemma we write deeply embedded terms in uppercase):

**EXPR** \( m \ 1 \ I \ \text{(of\_bounded\_nat} \ i) \rightarrow \\
**EXPR** \( m \ 1 \ B \ \text{(of\_byte} \ b) \rightarrow \\

The final premise is a statement-compilation subgoal that generates a program \( K \) implementing the rest \((k \ a')\) of the original computation, using the mutated vector:\[^1]\n
\[
( v ' \cdot , \\
\text{let} \ v ' := \text{Vector.put} \ v \ i \ b \ \text{in} \\
(\text{vector_value} \ v \_ptr \ v ' \ast r) \ m ' \rightarrow \\
( t ; m ' ; l ; \sigma ) \ K \ \{ \ \text{pred} \ (k \ v ' ) \} ) \rightarrow
\]

Finally, we have the lemma’s conclusion, which directly relates the two programs and their continuations:

\[
\{ \ t ; m ; l ; \sigma \} \\
\text{seq} \ (\text{store} \ (\text{var} + I) \ B) \ K \\
\{ \ \text{pred} \ (\text{let} / n \ v ' \ as \ v \_var := \\
\text{Vector.put} \ v \ i \ b \ \text{in} \ k \ v ' ) \}
\]

[^1]: Most Rupicola lemmas include such continuations; this is more convenient than using a generic sequencing lemma (a cut) because Bedrock2’s predicates are asymmetric (the postcondition is a predicate, whereas the precondition is a collection of values that are universally quantified over in the Coq context of the proof).

3.4 Rupicola’s Architecture

Rupicola is divided into a minimal core (definitions, notations, forward-reasoning tactics, and supporting architecture) and a collection of extensions. Section 4 covers some of these extensions; here we focus on two particularly interesting parts of Rupicola’s code generation.

3.4.1 Compiling Effectful Programs. Rupicola’s source programs are pure, but leveraging the target language’s native effects is crucial to getting good performance. In Rupicola, effects are classified into two categories: intensional and extensional.

**Intensional effects** are not explicitly encoded in the source (they do not appear in type signatures). Instead, they are introduced by special-casing certain code patterns through compiler extensions.

State and certain aspects of allocation are handled this way in Rupicola. For state, in particular, we do not typically use an explicit encoding: instead, we add lemmas to map e.g. list accesses to pointer dereferences, or pure replacements in a list to pointer assignments. Allocation of short-lived objects on the stack is handled similarly; we discuss it in a case study in subsubsection 4.1.2.

In general, intensional effects are either inferred or introduced explicitly by adding semantically transparent annotations to source programs (that is, annotations that do not change the meaning of the program). For example, every let-binding in functional models fed to Rupicola is annotated with the name of the variable it binds, allowing the compiler to decide when to mutate an object and when to allocate a new one based on the user’s choice of names (in general, Rupicola expects input programs to be sequences of let-bindings, one per desired assignment in the target language). Similarly, to indicate that a let-binding should result in a copy instead of a mutation, a user might wrap the value being bound in a call to a copy function of type \( \forall \alpha. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha \). Finally, while in simple cases data-structure mappings can be inferred automatically, in complex cases the user can control memory layout explicitly by using modules that transparently wrap underlying functional types (for example, the ListArray module reexposes list operations but tells Rupicola to use a contiguous array).

With this lightweight approach to intensional effects, and especially mutation, compiled programs can make full use of low-level state while source programs remain easy to reason about, with no explicit heap at the source level. This is a key advantage of Rupicola’s intensional encoding of effects: it essentially does not impede verification efforts. When proving a functional model against a higher-level specification, annotations can simply be unfolded away: Rupicola’s name-carrying let-bindings unfold to regular let-bindings, functions like copy above simply disappear, and modules wrapping standard types unfold to reveal them.
Extensional effects, in contrast, are introduced using explicit monadic encodings: users start with a pure specification, implement a functional model of it using monads, and then compile that model with Rupicola. This is how Rupicola handles nondeterminism and I/O, for example.

Rupicola’s compilation judgment is phrased in a way that allows lemmas about nonmonadic terms to apply regardless of the source program’s ambient monad: when compiling a pure binding in a monadic computation \((\text{bind} \ (\text{return} \ a) \ k)\), the shape of the simplified term \((\text{let} \ x := a \ \text{in} \ k \ x)\) allows us to apply any lemma that supports \(a\). This means that Rupicola has, for example, a single lemma for compiling (pure) addition, applicable to all monadic programs.

Lemmas about monadic computations are a bit trickier. Recall the vector-compilation lemma from subsection 3.3: its conclusion was of the form \(P(\text{let} \ n \ v := \text{Vector.put} \ldots \text{in} \ k \ v)\), and the following compilation goal was simply \(P(\text{v})\). In the monadic case, we might similarly expect to start from \((\text{bind} \ ma \ k)\) and obtain as our next compilation goal \(P(k \ a)\), but for which \(a\)? For \(P : \text{M} \rightarrow \text{state} \rightarrow \text{Prop}\) and a term \(\text{bind} \ ma \ k\), we need to find a relation between \(P(\text{bind} \ ma \ k)\) and \(P(k \ a)\) for all \(a\) and for some (potentially universally quantified) value \(a\). We guarantee that this relation exists by restricting \(P\) and requiring it to be formulated in terms of a monad-specific \(\text{lift}\) so that the postcondition always has shape \(\text{lift} \ P(\text{bind} \ ma \ k)\).

For the nondeterminism monad, for example, we encode a nondeterministic computation returning a value of type \(\text{A} \rightarrow \text{Prop}\) (for example, a list of unspecified natural numbers is represented as \((\lambda l. l \Rightarrow \text{length} \ l = n)\)). Then, we require predicates to be lifted using the function \(\text{lift} : \lambda \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \lambda \mathit{st} \Rightarrow \exists \mathit{a}, \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \mathit{P} \Rightarrow \text{Prop}\). Then, \((\text{lift} \ P(\text{bind} \ ma \ k))\) is implied for all \(a\) by \(\mathit{ma} \rightarrow \mathit{st} \Rightarrow \exists \mathit{c}, \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \mathit{P} \Rightarrow \text{Prop}\). (This is similar to what happens with nonmonadic bindings presented in subsection 3.3, but the value is now constrained by the computation \(\mathit{ma}\).)

For the writer monad, we encode a computation as a pair of a value and some accumulated output. Then, we require that predicates be lifted using the function \(\text{lift} : \lambda \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \lambda \mathit{st} \Rightarrow \exists \mathit{c}, \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \mathit{P} \Rightarrow \text{Prop}\). Then, \((\text{lift} \ P(\text{bind} \ ma \ k))\) is implied for all \(a\) by \(\mathit{ma} \rightarrow \mathit{st} \Rightarrow \exists \mathit{c}, \mathit{ma} \Rightarrow \mathit{P} \Rightarrow \text{Prop}\).

3.4.2 Predicate Inference for Conditionals and Loops.
One of the hardest parts of conventional automated verification is inference of invariants at control-flow join points. Loop invariants are the classic tricky example, though a reduced version of the problem arises with conditionals. Rupicola has a leg up over classic approaches, in that the “specification” to be proved is just a functional program that we may mention directly in invariants. As a result, we have fully automatic and predictable generation of loop invariants that merely need to characterize the connection between functional models and mutable low-level state.

To understand why compiling loops and conditionals poses specific challenges in Rupicola, consider a simple example: suppose that we are compiling code that writes value \(x\) to a memory cell at address \(p\) conditionally on a test \(t\) and returns a Boolean indicating whether a write has happened (in code: \(\text{let} \ r \ c := \text{(if} \ t \ \text{then} \ (\text{true} \ \text{put} \ c \ x) \ \text{else} \ (\text{false} \ c) \ \text{in} \ k \ c\), a trivial compare-and-swap, with \(k\) standing for the program’s continuation). We start with locals \((\text{"c"} : p)\) (variable "c" contains pointer \(p\) and a memory predicate \(\text{cell} \ p \ c\) (stating that cell \(c\) is in a block of memory at address \(p\)). The lemma that we will use to compile this conditional will have a premise corresponding to the compilation of \(k\). What will that premise look like? We might naively attempt to compile both branches and then merge their strongest postconditions. The result, unfortunately, is a new predicate \((t \ \text{and} \ \text{cell} \ p \ (\text{put} \ c x) \ \text{or} \ (\neg t \ \text{and} \ \text{cell} \ p \ c)\) that is incomprehensible to later compilation steps: code in \(k\) will refer to the new value of \(c\), and accordingly the compiler will look for a fact of the form \(\text{cell} \ p \ (\text{if} \ t \ \text{then} \ \text{... else} \ ... )\) — not a disjunction.

In other words, Rupicola’s compilation frequently matches (syntactically) against a logical context that captures the state reached after symbolically executing the already-derived prefix of the output program. Because of this, we need precise control over the shape of the facts that are learnt as compilation progresses.

Therefore, instead of naive strongest postconditions, we apply the following heuristic to find an invariant.

1. Identify targets of the control-flow construct (loop or conditional) based on the names in the corresponding bindings. In the compare-and-swap example above, this would be two variables, "\(r\)" and "\(c\)".
2. For each target, determine whether it is a scalar or a pointer by inspecting the current locals and memory predicate. In the CAS example, we would determine that "\(r\)" is a scalar and "\(c\)" is a pointer: "\(r\)" because we do not find a binding for it in the map of locals, and "\(c\)" because the binding we find for it ("\(c\)" : \(p\)) is to a pointer (\(p\) appears in the separation-logic predicate \(\text{cell} \ p \ c\)).
3. For each scalar, abstract over the corresponding binding in the locals. For each pointer, abstract over the corresponding entry in the predicate describing the memory. For CAS, we build a new map of locals ("\(c\)" : \(p\), "\(r\)" : _) and a new memory predicate \(\text{cell} \ p \ _\).
4. Close over the results. For CAS, we obtain the predicate \((\lambda (r,c) \ l m \Rightarrow 1 = \{\text{"c"} : \ p, \text{"r"} : _\} \land (\text{cell} \ p \ c) \ m)\).

The resulting predicate is a template parameterized on the values of the variables being created or mutated: to obtain a plain predicate, we need to supply concrete values. For
forward edges (conditionals) these values are exactly the (output of the) source programs being compiled: for CAS we obtain \((\lambda l \ m \Rightarrow \text{let } r, c := (\text{if } t \text{ then } (\text{true, put } c \times) \text{ else } (\text{false, } c)) \text{ in } (l = \{"c": p, "r": r} \land (c \text{ (cell } p \ c) \ m))\).

Loops are trickier to deal with: to reason about the body of a loop, we need to characterize the state of the program after some unknown number of iterations. In our case, this means instantiating the state representation predicate with symbolic variables that represent the program’s state partway through iteration.

Classic verification depends on human-written loop invariants for this task. However, since our source programs are purely functional, we have a better option: we can use a complete characterization of the loop’s behavior! For most programs, we can construct a symbolic representation of the program’s state at iteration \(n\) by building a term corresponding to \(n\) steps of its execution (its first \(n\) iterations for numeric loops, or the first \(n\) elements of the input list for a map or fold, etc.). So, unlike a traditional loop-verification exercise in which we would have a human collect relevant properties into an invariant, we create a closed-form term parameterized by the (symbolic) iteration number and let users reason directly about it.\(^{12}\)

As a concrete example, say we are compiling the loop \(\text{let } c := \text{Nat.iter } 10 \text{ incr } c \text{ in } c\) (where \(\text{incr}\) increments the content of a cell, and \(\text{Nat.iter } n\) composes a function with itself \(n\) times). We obtain a general invariant parameterized over the loop-modified variables: \((\lambda l \ m \Rightarrow \text{let } c := \text{iter } i \text{ incr } c \text{ in } l = \{"c": p} \land (c \text{ (cell } p \ c) \ m),\) and hence we have access to a precise description of the state of \(c\) while compiling the loop’s body.

We have loop-compilation lemmas for a wide variety of loops, each customized to provide optimally readable intermediate states. For example, our lemma that connects \(\text{map}\) to a \(\text{for}\) loop exposes intermediate states of the form \(\text{map } f (\text{first } n \ l) + (\text{skip } n \ l)\). Then, compiling loop bodies is like a classic Hoare-logic proof, where we know the invariant holds for iteration \(i\) and must prove it for iteration \(i+1\). If we establish that connection, we are allowed to assume the invariant for iteration \(n\), going into the code afterward. This process works without extensions for all examples presented in this paper.

The devil is in the details, though, of how we prove all the logical side conditions that arise during compilation of the body. We use two different approaches, depending on the kind of property:

Properties inherent to the choice of representation of a value (we call them structural) are encoded in separation-logic predicates. This is the case for properties like the length of an object not changing when it is mutated, for example. Concretely, in our original uppercasing, we chose a separation-logic predicate that captured the length of the string in addition to its contents. Structural properties are automatically captured by our loop-invariant inference.

Properties specific to a particular algorithm or program (we call them incidental) are proven at the source level and recovered during compilation using hints. For example, if in addition to incrementing a cell our loop also accessed an array at the index corresponding to the value of the cell \((\text{arr}[*p])\), we would want to prove that after each iteration, the value in the cell is still within the bounds of the array. With our approach, rather than encoding them as low-level loop invariants, users prove incidental properties directly at the source level, by proving theorems about partial executions of their loops (iteration over part of a list or a range of numbers). For example, a user may prove that for all \(i\), get \((\text{iter } i \text{ incr } c)\) equals get \(c + i\). Plugging this as a compilation hint would then allow a linear solver to prove side conditions like \(0 \leq \text{get } (\text{iter } i \text{ incr } c) \leq \text{length arr}\) from preconditions about \(c\) and \(\text{length arr}\).

### 4 Evaluation

We claim that Rupicola’s novelty is its combination of extensibility, foundational proofs, and performance. The first and third claims are measurable. To support them, we evaluated Rupicola from three angles: programmer experience, expressivity, and performance. For the first two we used case studies; for the last we used benchmarks.

#### 4.1 Programmer Experience and Expressivity

##### 4.1.1 Extensibility

For Rupicola to generate code whose performance matches that of handwritten programs, we need users to be able to plug in new translation strategies, new hints, and new rewrites — relational compilation is the key to making this work, and it shines in particular when compared to traditional compilers and rewriting-based approaches.

In our experience, developing new programs in Rupicola often requires extensions, but these extensions are almost always very simple to plug in, assuming reasonable familiarity with our framework. Table 1 summarizes some examples of estimated incremental effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Lemma</th>
<th>Proof</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nondet</td>
<td>alloc, peek</td>
<td>26+24</td>
<td>17+11</td>
<td>13+6 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cells</td>
<td>get, put</td>
<td>22+23</td>
<td>5+3</td>
<td>7+3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladd</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io</td>
<td>read, write</td>
<td>25+26</td>
<td>7+10</td>
<td>11+8 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{12}\)Crucially, the predicate template captures all low-level details, and the symbolic instantiation is in terms of the functional source program.
Adding support for new monads is also straightforward, though naturally a bit more complicated. As a concrete example, we estimate that adding support for a writer monad starting from a blank file required about an hour and a half, with a bit over 15 minutes spent defining the monad and proving its properties (17 lines of code, 5 lines of proofs), 30 minutes spent setting up the compilation of that monad (56 lines of code, 8 lines of proofs), 20 minutes to add a Gallina primitive and compilation lemmas for it (mapping writes to I/O trace operations at the Bedrock2 level; 50 lines of code, 15 lines of proofs), 15 minutes to write a small example and compile it (4 lines of Gallina model, 6 lines for the Bedrock2 signature, and 1 line for the compilation "proof": compile.), and about 3 seconds to derive the actual code (compiler performance is discussed in more detail in subsection 4.3). The same example written by imitating other monad examples would probably take roughly a third to half as long.

4.1.2 Case Study: Implementing Compiler Extensions to Support New Low-Level Patterns. We implemented two useful extensions that expose different memory-management features of the target language.

**Stack allocation.** Bedrock2 supports (lexically scoped) stack allocations: a block of code can be wrapped in a binding construct giving it access to a pointer to a block of compile-time constant-size memory allocated on the stack. This is particularly useful for any program that needs access to a small working area, and unlike a global buffer it does not pollute external specifications (beyond changing the function’s stack-space requirements, which Bedrock2 tracks). We added support for two new source constructs. For programs that immediately initialize their stack-allocated objects, we added a special identity function stack. When Rupicola sees let \( x \) := stack (term) in \( \ldots \), it generates a stack allocation in Bedrock2 and resumes compilation with the plain program let \( x \) := term in \( \ldots \). Another form is for objects that are not initialized and must be modeled as beginning with nondeterministic contents. However, we proved a compilation lemma that applies when the resulting compilation is still provably deterministic (independent of initial bytes in the stack region). The implementation costs for these features were very similar: about 20 to 30 lines of lemmas and 5 to 10 lines of proofs, plus about 20 lines of typeclasses definitions and instances.

**Inline tables.** Inline tables are another Bedrock2 feature that is usefully exposed at the functional level; they are const arrays local to a Bedrock2 function, useful for implementing lookup and translation tables. The Gallina API that we implemented is exactly the same as that for arrays, except that only one operation (get) is available. Crucially, the API does not impede reasoning about the code: simply unfolding the definition of InlineTable.get reveals that it is just the function nth on lists. The API is complicated by polymorphism over types of values stored in a table. We did have to write hundreds of lines of proof to support reading full 32-bit words from tables, as opposed to tens of lines for reading bytes; but most of the additional effort was from proving properties that should be part of Bedrock2 itself.

4.1.3 Case Studies: Compiler Development and End-to-End Proofs. This section attempts to give a sense of the effort involved in developing and using relational compilers. Both case studies are developed in much greater detail in chapters 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 of [39].

**Rupicola’s expression compiler.** Rupicola is really two relational compilers rolled into one: one targeting Bedrock2’s statements and one targeting its expressions. Originally, however, we assumed that the expression part of the compilation process was so simple that it would not warrant the cost of relational compilation. Instead, we compiled expressions by reifying them into an AST type and then using a very simple verified compiler targeting Bedrock2’s expression language, and we expected to handle all necessary extensions by plugging in new cases in our reflection tactics and proofs. This was a miscalculation: extending that compiler was complicated (it required modifications in increasingly complex Coq tactics), and customizing its output for a specific program required duplicating the entire compiler to change just one case. Eventually we switched to relational compilation. The code went down from 450 lines to about 250 lines, and extending it was so smooth that we were soon back to about 400 — but now with support for machine words, bytes, Booleans, integers, two representations of natural numbers, and expressions with casts between different types. The overall impact on compilation times was reasonable: less than 30% overall.

**End-to-end verification.** Narrowly speaking, how to produce code suitable for compilation with Rupicola is out-of-scope for this paper: program synthesis, automated refinement, interactive refinement, and manual programming and proving are all reasonable approaches. Still, expressivity is a concern, so for multiple of our example programs we wrote end-to-end proofs connecting abstract specifications to Rupicola’s inputs. We start from specifications capturing the desired behavior with no concerns of performance or even executability. Then we write annotated functional models, which we verify (by hand) against the original specifications. Finally, we find and add missing compilation lemmas interactively by running the compiler and inspecting compilation failures, if any. This process produces Bedrock2 code, which can either be compiled to RISC-V, yielding an end-to-end proof from high-level specifications to assembly, or translated to C and run through a traditional compiler. Because all reasoning happens on shallowly embedded programs, the verification experience is one that interactive theorem
provers excel at: proving equivalences between relatively small pure functions that operate on inductive data types. As a result, the required effort was generally low (minutes for trivial cases to hours for more complex ones).

Chapter 5.1.4 of [39] presents details about a concrete example (the IP-checksum program benchmarked below).

### 4.2 Benchmarks

Flexibility and extensibility are not the only metrics that we are optimizing for: they are in service of generating code that competes with handwritten C on performance.

To support our performance claims, we took a collection of tasks for which existing C implementations were available, implemented corresponding programs in Coq, and used Rupicola to compile them. Here, we give evidence that the performance of the resulting code is on par with hand written C programs. To run these programs we do not use Bedrock2’s compiler to RISC-V; instead we use a simple pretty-printer to C to feed our programs to a regular C compiler (it would be possible to use Bedrock2’s compiler or CompCert for greater assurance, albeit at a performance cost).

We chose programs from a variety of domains, including string manipulation, hashing, and packet-manipulating (network) programs. Not discussed in the following is an additional suite of dozens of programs testing features around arithmetic, monadic extensions, and stack allocation (a subset of which are covered in Table 1).

Table 2 gives a short description of each program that we benchmarked, and Figure 2 shows the results of benchmarking (running on an Intel Core i5-1135G7 @ 2.40GHz). As usual, benchmarks involving C compilers are very sensitive to small encoding decisions, so we measure performance across three compilers: overall the differences both in favor and against Rupicola are within the expected fluctuations across optimizing compilers, though we do suffer from a missed vectorization opportunity in upstr with GCC.

For space reasons we do not include detailed benchmarks of the OCaml code that Coq’s built-in extraction can generate; suffice to say that we have we have found it to perform multiple orders of magnitude slower than the C code generated by Rupicola, even after tweaking Coq’s extraction to produce more efficient code.\(^\text{13}\) It is possible to improve the performance of the OCaml code further using potentially unsound extraction commands, but only up to a point; and each new customization of the extraction process is one more opportunity for subtle bugs.

Additional discussion of these performance results, including a detailed analysis of performance discrepancies, is presented in chapter 5.2.1 of [39].

---

\(^\text{13}\) In many of these examples it does not even make sense to give a speedup ratio between Rupicola and code exported by Coq, because Rupicola changes the asymptotic complexity of the code it extracts (e.g. by changing a linear \(n\)-th-element lookup to a constant-time pointer dereference).

---

![Table 2. Our benchmark suite. “Source”, “Lemmas”, and “Hints” measure programmer effort in lines to write the original program and its signature, to prove the properties needed by Rupicola to compile it, and to construct the compiler, respectively. “End-to-End” indicates whether we have proofs from high-level specifications. The remaining columns describe which compiler extensions each program leverages.](image)

![Figure 2. Performance benchmarks: Rupicola vs. handwritten C. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the mean over 1000 runs. Discrepancies are typically due to missed vectorization opportunities [39].](image)
4.3 Limitations

In this section we try to summarize aspects that limit Rupicola’s applicability.

**Scalability and compilation times.** While the programs that Rupicola produces are fast, Rupicola itself is not: it runs at the speed of Coq’s proof engine, which in our experience means compiling anywhere between 2 and 15 statements per second. We are primarily focused on small programs (tens to hundreds of lines), so these issues have not proven particularly disruptive. They could be solved, we expect, with moderate amounts of engineering: most of them stem from API misalignments that force us to use inefficient workarounds (e.g. some of our derivations spend as much as 80% of their time in autorewrite, repeatedly failing to apply a handful of rewrites). Beyond this, Rupicola’s intrinsic complexity should be essentially linear in the program size — plus time spent discharging logical side conditions, which may involve arbitrarily complex reasoning but in practice has not been an excessive part of our running time.

**Expertise.** To use Rupicola with its existing lemmas, users need general Coq knowledge (to write functions), a basic understanding of Rupicola’s function specifications, and knowledge of what is available in Rupicola’s standard library (data structures, algorithms, and annotations). It is possible to compile simple programs that way with no knowledge of Rupicola’s internals. To extend Rupicola (by writing new lemmas), users need some familiarity with its compilation process, plus enough experience to write and verify snippets of Bedrock2 code (compilation lemmas connect Gallina to Bedrock2, so new lemmas require new Bedrock2 proofs). Ltac experience is also required when lemmas have side conditions not handled by Rupicola’s existing automation.

**Expressivity.** Some low-level code patterns do not map naturally to purely functional models and hence are hard to generate with Rupicola. A prime example of this is non-local control flow: while patterns like exceptions (using the error monad) or early exits from loops are relatively easy to support in Rupicola, code that uses arbitrary gotos or longjmp to implement complex control flow does not lend itself nicely to generation with Rupicola.

**Trusted base.** All code written in Rupicola comes with proofs of (total) correctness, but there are still moving parts and potential sources of bugs. Briefly, those are: Rupicola’s inputs (user errors in specifications); Coq’s proof checker; the environment in which programs are generated and run; and the unverified parts of Bedrock2’s compilation toolchain (when pretty-printing to C).

In a traditional pipeline, like Coq’s extraction to OCaml, users have to trust (1) the correctness of their own customizations of Coq’s native extraction (textual replacements at the OCaml level), as well as (2) Coq’s extraction machinery itself (a complex program spanning a few thousands lines), and (3) the downstream (OCaml) compiler. In Rupicola (1) is eliminated, since all extensions are verified; (2) is almost entirely eliminated, because pretty printing to C is done by a very small program of just 200 lines that is essentially implementing an identity function (so there is hope that it may eventually be reasonably robust); and (3) remains (the C compiler), though it could be eliminated by using a verified C compiler — at a performance cost.14

5 Related Work

Rupicola draws inspiration from, but shares no code with, our own previous work, Fiat-to-Facade (F2F) [41]. It was the first demonstration of an end-to-end pipeline for deriving code automatically from high-level specifications to low-level code, and it strove for both performance and extensibility in a foundational context. Unfortunately, it also suffered from issues that eventually convinced us to restart from scratch: F2F’s linear target language caused us performance issues; it only proved partial, not total correctness; it used setoid rewriting, leading to compilation runs that took minutes, not seconds; it used tactic hooks to build compilers, leading to much less extensibility; and it hardcoded the nondeterminism monad. Rupicola solves all these issues by developing the simple and nicely compositional framework of relational compilation.

Also closely related to this work is Imperative/HOL [17, 18]. Early work targeted a shallowly embedded language with GC, but the latest work extracts directly to LLVM. The main difference is the scope of the translation: LLVM/HOL uses a direct embedding of LLVM into HOL, so a form of relational compilation is used to perform what is essentially a one-to-one translation where all effects in the source are encoded extensionally. Rupicola, on the other hand, accepts more complex inputs and supports most effects intentionally.15 Another closely related line of work uses proof-producing extraction to translate HOL programs to deeply embedded CakeML (a dialect of ML for which there exists a verified compiler) [11, 16, 29, 30]. It bridges a much narrower gap than Rupicola does (it targets a language with garbage collection), but in exchange it offers a much more complete translation pipeline, in the sense that it supports a better-defined and larger part of its input language, HOL.

Members of the F* team take a slightly different approach in KreMLin [45], an extraction framework from Low* (an imperative subset of F*) to C: the extraction process is not

---

14Of course, if a performance penalty is acceptable, then using Bedrock2’s own verified compiler to RISC-V eliminates both (2) the pretty-printer and (3) the unverified downstream compiler.

15Another difference is that Rupicola integrates into a verified pipeline: code extracted with Rupicola can be soundly compiled and linked against other code written in Bedrock2 or directly in machine code, within Coq, whereas there is no verified implementation of LLVM in Isabelle/HOL today.
verified (though a proof-producing strategy for a subset was described [25]), but the close match between the Low* style and C means that KreMLin’s trusted base is reasonably small, and the emphasis on output-code quality means that C code from KreMLin can easily be integrated into larger, potentially unverified C programs (as has in fact been done with cryptography routines [44]). This strategy is viable because F* provides convenient facilities for reasoning about stateful programs in shallowly embedded style, making it possible to prove the connection between code written in high-level functional style and low-level imperative style without resorting to reasoning about deeply embedded low-level terms. More recent developments explore metaprogramming and code generation using stateful functors [43].

The authors of Cogent [33] take a different approach. Instead of translating between two languages (one functional and one imperative), they guarantee (using a restrictive type system) that all valid Cogent programs admit efficient implementations that do not depend on a runtime or a garbage collector (similar to the way in which Facade [41] was essentially a linear type system on top of Cito [56]). As a result, unlike Rupicola and F2F, Cogent is complete, but it is also much more restrictive: it does not support arbitrary user-supplied extensions, nor custom translation of specific high-level patterns; and all optimizations must be expressed in the source program, not as transformations to be applied as part of the source-to-target translation process.

**Coq extraction and verified compilation.** Coq’s traditional extraction mechanism [36, 37] is not machine-verified, but it is proven on paper [21], and it supports a form of (un-sound) extension by remapping constructors and functions to arbitrary OCaml expressions, a feature very commonly used in large extracted Coq developments. With sufficiently arcane combinations of extraction commands, it is often possible to improve performance significantly, at some risk to soundness. More principled are approaches based on reification: with a sufficiently restricted subset of Gallina, it is possible to reify terms into a deeply embedded AST using Ltac’s reflection and certify correctness of that translation by interpreting deeply embedded results back into Gallina [27, 58].

CertiCoq [1] is a verified compiler from Coq to assembly: it starts by reifying Gallina into a deeply embedded AST and then proceeds as a traditional verified compiler. Unlike in Rupicola, the extraction process is not extensible, so users pay the price of inefficiencies at the Gallina level, but, in exchange, the compiler is complete: it supports all of Gallina. More generally, the last few years have seen an explosion of work on the topic of compiler verification, most notably with CakeML [16] and CompCert [20]. F2F depended on a verified compiler called Cito [56]: Rupicola uses Bedrock2 [8].

**Translation validation.** Complete verification of a compiler can be onerous, and verifying that the compiler produces correct outputs on all inputs is often qualitatively more complex than establishing that property for any given input/output pair. As a result, many verified systems employ translation validation instead of verification: a (trustworthy, ideally verified) checker is used to confirm, for each run of the compiler, that the outputs are correct. The problem is undecidable for most input and output languages, so a variety of heuristics coexist in the literature [14, 32, 42, 52–54, 57], some quite close to the relational-extraction style that we advocate [9]. It would not be unreasonable to classify Rupicola as a translation-validation system, since it uses unverified Ltac scripts to generate output programs along with “witnesses” of correctness in the form of Coq proof terms.

**Other compilation, optimization, and synthesis work.** Many recent developments seek to reduce the cost of running functional programs, e.g. in OCaml [4] or Coq [22, 34]. Related work has also explored dynamically discovering the sort of mutation that Rupicola introduces statically [7, 46, 47, 55]. Earlier work on decompilation into logic handles user extension similarly to Rupicola, albeit with code generation separate from translation validation [28, 31]. Stepping back further, Rupicola’s design shares a lot with work on extensible compilation and domain-specific languages for optimization [19, 35, 49, 51] and more generally with work on automated program derivation and program synthesis, all the way back to deductive program synthesis [24].

## 6 Conclusion

We have introduced the framework of relational compilation and presented Rupicola, a relational-compilation toolkit that leverages modular compiler extensions to derive high-performance, verified low-level programs automatically from functional sources. Rupicola is unique in its combination of extensibility, foundational proofs, and performance. We are in the process of extending it to support further application domains, and we are looking into integrating its verified outputs into existing widely used libraries.
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